
An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

LOCKING SOLUTIONS FOR THE UK
INFRASTRUCTURE

Protecting your assets. Meeting the changing needs of national organisations with critical need
for security demands a substantive response. Abloy UK, with advanced, standards compliant
products are one of few able to provide the integrated solutions needed to protect national assets.
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Protecting the nation’s infrastructure.

Integrated locking solutions that combine maximum protection
and simpler staff usage throughout your network.

Security solutions for the long term

For over 40 years Abloy has provided high security

locking solutions for the UK infrastructure, including

telecommunications, gas, electricity, water, rail,

government, defence, law and order and finance.

Experience counts

Collaboration with security managers, engineers,

architects and design teams has given Abloy a unique

insight into the essential security product requirements

of the infrastructure, enabling us to develop locking

products that operate in the most adverse of conditions

and meet the most exacting of industry standards.

Expertise that people rely on

Our expertise is trusted throughout theUK, providing

detailed surveys, analysis, product specifications,

locking schedules and technical guidance. 

We also routinely provide project management and

implementation to major installations within large,

diverse and fragmented assets that include power

stations, water treatment works, high pressure gas

distribution sites, mobile phone networks, nuclear

power sites, defence and government facilities, rail and

financial institutions.

This ensures a well designed and implemented solution

that will stand the test of time - and allow scalability

into the future.

Product strength

Abloy products are still manufactured today with the

same non-negotiable engineering standards as when

first produced in 1907. Stronger design, superior

materials and uncompromising build quality developed

around a unique disc mechanism principle mean that

Abloy is widely specified for critical security installation.

At its core, our range includes patent protected keys,

cylinders and padlocks that form the basis of security

networks throughout the UK.

But our solutions also encompass virtually every area of

door locking and function, including a comprehensive

range of electric locks, both solenoid and motor driven -

plus high traffic and high function door automatics. 

In addition our advanced off line access control products

meet the widest and most sophisticated user needs.

Master keying 

A crucial element of any network security is key control

and Abloy design master key systems for the most

complex door control structures, spanning layers of

personnel, region and door type.  

With know-how and product flexibility, we design to

reduce the number of keys in a suite, creating balance

between good security practice and sensible key usage. 

Contact the infrastructure experts

Abloy door security solutions are a natural choice in

national infrastructure and we believe they should form

part of your considerations when planning installations.

To speak to a consultant who will understand your

operation and its security issues call us on 01923 255066

or email info@abloy.co.uk

INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS    CALL 01923 255066 | EMAIL INFO@ABLOY.CO.UK
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STORAGE FACILITIES
Indoor storage facilities eg distribution centres, defence
facilities etc

+ +
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ABLOY PADLOCKS

ABLOY DOOR CYLINDERS

REMOTE ASSETS
Lockable stations carrying public risk, eg rail network
signalling cabins, sub stations, telecomms towers etc.
Accessed by engineers etc.

• Master key capability
• Meet or exceed relevant grades
• Tough, secure and climate resistant

ABLOY CLIQ
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OPEN COMPOUNDS
Open, fenced facilities containing high risk or valuable equipment, with high
daily traffic, eg repair yards, depots, distribution centres etc

+
ABLOY PADLOCKS

• Case hardened steel bodies,
boron steel shackles
• Corrosion resistant and durable
• Meets BSEN12320 Grade 2-6,
SFS 014  Grade 2-5
• Specific padlocks have been
tested and meet
government
standards.

ABLOY DOOR CYLINDERS
+

• Patent protected
• High degree of key control and
security
• 1.95 billion possible master key
combinations
• Bump proof and virtually pick
proof
• Meets
BSEN1303
Class 6 Grade 1
& 2

• High security
electromechanical key and
cylinder system.
• Encrypted data transfer,
time sensitive access
control rights, audit trail.
• Backward compatible
with Abloy Protec cylinder
systems.

+
ABLOY PADLOCKS

• Case hardened steel
bodies, boron steel shackles
• Corrosion resistant and
durable
• Meets BSEN12320 Grade
2-6, SFS 014  Grade 2-5

• Specific padlocks
have been tested
and meet
government
standards.

+
ABLOY CLIQ
• High security
electromechanical key
and cylinder system.
• Encrypted data
transfer, time sensitive
access control rights,
audit trail.
• Backward
compatible with Abloy
Protec cylinder
systems.

• Efficient and
economical
expansion of
existing online
access control

APERIO ACCESS
CONTROL
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• Efficient and
economical
expansion of
existing online
access control

DATAFILE
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ABLOY PADLOCKS

NETWORK FACILITIES

External fenced and gated sites, carrying high risk or
terrorist threat, eg gas, water and electric network facilities

HEADQUARTERS 
including data centres, utility control rooms, law courts, police stations and any
administrative office centres

APERIO
ACCESS
CONTROL

+
ELECTRIC LOCKS

• Both motor locks
with bolts withdrawn
by motor as well as
solenoid locks with
handles or free
mechanisms engaged
by solenoids -
works with all
types of
access control
systems.

+
ABLOY DOOR
CYLINDERS
• Patent protected
• High degree of key
control and security
• 1.95 billion master
key combinations
• Bump proof and
virtually pick proof
• Meets BSEN1303
Class 6 Grade
1 & 2

• Case hardened steel
bodies, boron steel shackles
• Corrosion resistant and
durable
• Meets BSEN12320 Grade
2-6, SFS 014  Grade 2-5
• Specific padlocks have
been tested
and meet
government
standards.

+
ABLOY DOOR
CYLINDERS
• Patent protected
• High degree of key
control and security
• 1.95 billion master
key combinations
• Bump proof and
virtually pick proof
• Meets
BSEN1303
Class 6
Grade 1 & 2



KEY ABLOY PRODUCT RANGES

ABLOY DOOR CYLINDERS ABLOY ELECTRIC LOCKSABLOY PADLOCKS APERIO ACCESS CONTROL ABLOY CLIQ

Abloy Protec cylinders are available in
a wide range of styles and types
including euro profile, Scandinavian
oval, and UK oval ANSI and rim
cylinders. Each cylinder is constructed
using Abloy’s cutting edge technology
and is suitable for use in a variety of
settings from rim and mortice
cylinders’ to electric lock cases.

All Abloy cylinders can be adapted for
varying security levels and are suitable
for use within a master key system as
well as being keyed alike or supplied
to differ. 

Abloy cylinders are patent protected
tested to meet BSEN1303 Grade 6
Level 1 & 2, are manufactured in brass
or case hardened steel are bump proof
and virtually unpickable

The Abloy range of padlocks are
designed to meet and exceed
European standards BSEN12320
Grade 2 -6, and the exacting Swedish
Test standard SFS014. Specific
padlocks have been tested and meet
exacting government security
requirements and industry specific
standards.

The Abloy padlock range provides a
variety of sizes in order to meet the
high security market needs. Padlocks
can be manufactured in brass or case
hardened steel. Shackles are made
from stainless steel or case hardened
boron steel. All the padlocks are tested
to the most exacting and demanding
environmental standards. 

Our padlocks have become the first
choice of defence organisations,
utilities, telecoms and rail companies
in UK and Ireland.

The Abloy range of electric locks are
suitable for use in all kinds of access
control systems -digital, card swipe or
proximity and are designed to meet
exacting European and Scandinavian
standards , specific electric lock cases
are tested and meet EN1634 -1 for
fire resistance  , others comply and
meet EN179 and EN1125 for
emergency and panic exit doors when
used with specific exit hardware, the
majority of Abloy electric locks are
tested and comply with EN12209 for
mechanical resistance , certain special
electric locks meet pr en13637 for
reliable unlocking under side pressure.  

The Abloy range of electric locks
includes both motor locks with bolts
withdrawn by motor as well as
solenoid locks with handles or free
mechanisms engaged by solenoids.

Expanding an existing access control
system with conventional upgrade of
doors is an expensive and protracted
installation process that could mean
starting again with a new system.
That’s why we have introduced Aperio,
a wireless online door control solution
that allows simple upgrade of  existing
mechanical locks, and the interface to
enable them to communicate with the
existing system - thus turning an
ordinary door into a smart door. 
Aperio effectively eliminates the need
for any new wiring of doors and
reduces the cost, time and hassle of
installation.

With online management of the
system, you are able to make changes
to credentials in real time - adding or
removing cards with instant effect.
Aperio has been developed by ASSA
ABLOY, locking solution leaders, so you
can be reassured that it is a reliable,
solid and stable solution, built to last.
Cost efficient... secure... simple to
install and operate, Aperio is the way
forward in access control - extending
the possibilities of door control
technology and reducing cost.

Abloy Protec Cliq is mechanical locking
with an IQ. That means it performs two
major tasks in providing the highest
level of security. Robust, attack
resistant and bump-proof mechanical
locking is supplied by the Abloy Protec
mechanism. The IQ - or the
intelligence - of the system comes
from the programmable microchips
that are concealed inside the cylinder,
padlock and keys. This gives an
organisation total control over the
issue, access rights and cancellation of
all keys, eliminating unauthorised
duplication.

Cliq has benefits on many levels:
• It is as easy to fit as any cylinder or
padlock  - no need for wiring as the
power source comes from a battery
inside the key. 
• It is excellent for retrofitting because
all you need to do is upgrade the
cylinder and key to any door. Plus
there is no network to link to - each
lock is standalone.
• It will assist with planning via the
Abloy Key Control software in the
programming device providing audit
trails.
So, for such a remarkably simple
system to fit and operate, Abloy Protec
Cliq provides a highly effective and
flexible level of security.



Abloy UK

Portobello Works

School Street

Willenhall

West Midlands

WV13 3PW

Phone +44 (0)1902 364500

Fax +44 (0)1902 364501

Email sales@abloy.co.uk 

www.abloy.co.uk

Due to a continuous programme of development, Abloy | UK reserves the right to make alterations
without notice. For technical reasons connected with colour reproduction the colours shown may vary
slightly from those of the product. All dimensions provided within this catalogue are approximate and
for guidance only. 

E. & O. E. For terms and conditions of sale, please refer to the current price list.

Abloy | UK markets high quality products and accessories for security applications. Our customer
base provides solutions to a broad spectrum of public and private organisations throughout 
the UK and Ireland.

ISO9001:2000

Certificate number FS504352

An ASSA ABLOY Group brand

LET ABLOY | UK HELP

Abloy |  UK are always on hand with courteous and
expert help, right from supply and support of our
products to planning and implementation of major
projects.

www.abloy.co.uk 

Our state of the art,
customer focused
website.  Just click
for product
information,
technical data,
downloads and more

1: ONLINE 2: ON THE PHONE 3: ON SITE 4: PLANNING 5: IMPLEMENTATION

01923 255066

Courteous and
knowledgeable
telephone
assistance, whether
for sales,
consultancy or
technical matters

01923 255066

Friendly on site
consultancy for
larger projects

01923 255066

Experienced
assessment and
planning of your
project

01923 255066

Implementation of
your installation
through our national
network of Centres,
selected by us for
specific product and
technical disciplines


